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Flying in a light aircraft as a passenger
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As a non-pilot, married for many years to a keen aviator, Miranda Bowles’
account of being a well travelled passenger will hopefully entice many who
‘would like to’, but haven’t yet ‘ dared.’

I

have been married to a pilot for 32
years during which time we have
flown all over Europe and as far as North
Africa. I believe we wives fall into two
categories of aviators: those who are not
intrinsically frightened and those who
are. I know I am fortunate in being one
of the former. I was also fortunate in
meeting Anthony when he had already
had many years of flying experience and
had clocked up a great many hours of
bachelor flying.

First experience

My first experience of flying in a light
aircraft (a Cessna 172) was not a success.
Anthony, as a new boyfriend, certainly
provided the ‘Wow’ factor when he

invited me to lunch in Le Touquet one
November day. Off we went, flying
into very bumpy conditions. While I
recovered afterwards, sipping a brandy,
Anthony tucked into a full French
lunch. The way home was no better. On
recounting the day to my mother she
replied, after a pause, that maybe I had
better move on to the next boyfriend
(having behaved so disgracefully in
Anthony’s plane). However, I was asked
flying again, and that wonderful feeling
of freedom as we took off, this time in
perfect weather, combined with the sheer
thrill of seeing the lie of the land from
the air, convinced me that travel pills and
I would work out a solution; which we
did.
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Notes to Members
Refresher training

W

e have a number of members who
are instructors under both JAA and
FAA systems, and others who are highly
experienced and/or fly interesting aircraft. I
am happy to coordinate between those who
have needs and potential providers. While
remuneration is unlikely to be the prime
concern, some financial balance needs to be
struck subject to any regulatory constraints.
Again I am happy to act as an intermediary
to avoid misunderstandings. The sort of
activities that might be involved are:I
Support of a second pilot for more
demanding trips.
I
Experience of demanding major airports
or of short strips.
I
Imaginative instrument or general handling refresher training.
I
High altitudes, pressurization FAA high
altitude endorsement, use of oxygen.
I
Glass cockpit/RNAV approach issues.
I
Introduction to turboprops.
I
IMC to IR, FAA to JAA or JAA to FAA
transition matters.
I
Intensive courses with an eye to exam
preparation.
Where an approved training organisation
needs to be involved, we are happy to
provide advice and coordinate to ensue that
you get best value for your investment.
So in general terms PPL/IR Europe will
try to deliver whatever members want, be
it training, support or just a downright
fun experience. Drop me an Email. I won’t
mess you about. If it’s something we cannot
deliver so be it, but there is never any harm
in asking. If also there are people out there
with skills or qualifications they would like
to offer please let me know.  
Jim Thorpe
Deputychariman@pplir.org

Duxford Fly-in Bonus Days

Social weekend, Roskilde, Denmark, 16–18th September 2011
A social weekend trip is arranged to Roskilde: historic villages and lively Copenhagen,
Viking ships, vibrant modern art, smorgåsbord (open sandwiches), beer and schnaps,
Hans Christian Anderson and the little mermaid, and of course wonderful hospitality.
Roskilde airport (EKRK) is the thriving general aviation centre for Copenhagen and is
home to the highest concentration of PPL/IR Europe members outside the UK. We will
be welcomed and hosted by local members Flemming and Kim Jensen.
Itinerary
Friday
pm
Arrivals at Roskilde airport. Taxi to Hotel Prindsen (www.hotelprindsen.dk).
Registration, unpack, relax. Drinks and evening dinner (à la carte) at the hotel
Saturday
am
Time to explore Roskilde, historic centre around hotel and shopping
11:00 Coach to Copenhagen
12:00 Smorgåsbord lunch at Kanal café (www.kanalcafeen.dk)
15:00 Coach to Louisiana
16:00 Visit of Louisiana outdoor modern art centre and museum (www.louisiana.dk)
16:30 Guided tour of Louisiana museum collection
18:00 Coach to hotel
20:00 Dinner at Raadhus Kaelderen (“Town Hall Cellar”, www.raadhuskaelderen.dk)
Sunday
09:30 Coach to Viking ship museum
10:00 Guided tour of Viking ships and folklore (http://vikingeskibsmuseet.dk)
12:00 Return to hotel and light lunch (hotel or airport)
14:00+ Flight Departures (or stay an extra night and depart Monday, as preferred)
Accommodation
We will be staying at the Hotel Prindsen, with the option of reasonable dining there on
the evening of arrival. We have pre-booked 15 double rooms at group rates of DKr 995
(approx £114) per double room per night including breakfast. If desired, it should be
possible to extend for an extra night with sufficient notice at the same rates.
Budget
On arrival, the meetings secretary will collect a kitty deposit to cover coach hire on both
days, Saturday lunch and dinner, Sunday lunch, Louisiana tickets and guide, Viking ships
museum tickets and guide; total, 1200-1400 DKr (approx £150) per head depending on
total numbers booked on the tour.
Hotel accommodation, Friday dinner, drinks and extraneous expenses will be
individually billed by the hotel on departure. Members are also responsible for meeting
their airfield landing and parking fees, and other flying, fuel and individual expenses
(local taxis etc).
Bookings
Please complete and return individual bookings forms available on the website, (one per
aircraft) to the Meetings secretary, Steve Dunnett (meetings@pplir.org; tel (daytime):
02920 875188). Our numbers for accommodation are restricted to 30 (15 double rooms)
so please book early. The deadline for reservations (and cancellations without penalty) is
Tuesday 16th August 2011.

Following last years popularity, another
round of bonus days has been announced at
Duxford as follows:
April 16 Duxford Bonus Safety Day. Arrive in any light aircraft or by car; free Safety
Day admission; talks and demos all day
May 14

‘Flyer Magazine’ Bonus Day see ‘Flyer Magazine’ for details

June 11

New PPL Fly-out & Experience Building Bonus Day. Arrive in any aircraft
with a more experienced PPL in the right seat to help

July 16

RV Bonus Day. Arrive in any RV aircraft

Sept 10

AOPA Bonus Day. AOPA members and potential members; two- way dialogue
with AOPA team; talks from guest presenters
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Fly-in on a Bonus Day and benefit from a
half-price landing fee of £7 and discounted
admission to the museum facilities (£7).
Children are free. And, for the Safety Bonus
Day on 16th April, pay only the discounted
landing fee. Full details of the fascinating
lectures and workshops can be found at
http://duxford.iwm.org.uk/. Call 01223
833376 to register your interest and
book your PPR landing slot.
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Training for an IMC Rating
PPL Bob Bailey describes his experience of training for
the IMC rating, and explains why learning to fly on
instruments teaches you so much more than just how to
cope without an horizon

E

arly in 2010, with 340 hours in six
years of flying, I finally decided to go
for the IMC rating. I’d been looking for
a new challenge for some time and finally
decided that this was the right thing for
me. I’ll say now that it’s proved to be one
of my better decisions. I think it’s the
most worthwhile investment in my flying
I’ve ever made.
My flying history is fairly typical for
a leisure pilot, starting with lots of £100
hamburger trips, gradually going further
a field, venturing into shorter fields and
grass strips as confidence and competence
grew. Cross channel excursions were
followed by longer European trips,
through France and Spain. I’ve flown
most of the usual GA trainer/tourers, but
for the last 4 years I’ve been mainly flying
a Liberty XL2 out of Biggin Hill. I’m
lucky that the group flying the Liberty
all have ideas for expanding horizons,
so I haven’t ever got bored with flying.
I’ve never been likely to join that large
proportion of pilots who let their licences
lapse. I did however reach a point where
I wanted to focus more on improving
my pilot skills, rather than just flying to
new and more distant destinations. I have
certainly learnt a lot on every foreign trip,
but I wanted to learn a new skill and that
meant formal training.

Options

So which way to go? I had a relatively
modest budget and choices had to be
made. I had never flown a taildragger,
so that was an option. How about spin
training, which could save my life? Aeros
even? Hmm, not sure I was quite ready
for that. Or how about doing differences
training for wobbly props etc? I stalled
and prevaricated for months. I was aware

that in terms of hours, I was entering the
zone where complacency can creep in
and bad habits form. If the truth be told,
I probably was getting a bit rusty and
sloppy in some areas. So something that
would make me a safer pilot and able to
fly with a bit more finesse seemed like the
way to go. Instrument flying seemed to
tick all the boxes; particularly in view of
the uncertainties of the UK weather. I’m a
careful planner, but forecasts don’t always
turn out to be accurate, and not all our
decisions are perfect either. I’d got caught
out a couple of times, and whilst I coped
OK, I can’t say that I was comfortable,
particularly in that 180 degree turn to get
out of cloud.
I was then given a taste of instrument
flying by Steve, my instructor friend,
occasionally acting as his safety pilot
during his practice flights. After watching
a few ILS approaches in real IMC, it
began to dawn on me that this was a
skill really worth having. It would be
rewarding to accomplish, and a real
godsend if the clag descends without
warning. I also recall that these flights
were my first serious encounter with an
instrument whose primary function it
seemed to me was as an indicator of the
nearest electrical storm. Yes, I developed a
love/hate relationship with the ADF, but
more of that anon.
The final decision was effectively made
in September 2009, when I had a FAA
Biennial Flight Review for my US licence.
The CFII had me complete some basic
manoeuvres, and then to my surprise
handed me a hood. ‘Right, let’s do some
instrument flying’. I whimpered weakly
that I hadn’t done any real instrument
work since my PPL training, and that was
pretty minimal. Trevor’s smiling response
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was, ‘well, we’ ll see how you get on’. He
wasn’t letting me off the hook. How did
I get on? I was appalling. I was really
shocked about my over-controlling and
my inability to cope with the workload.
In the debrief he was gentle but clear in
his recommendation for some instrument
work, ‘you never know when you might
need it’. A sobering experience, but Trevor
did me a real favour that day. I was now
clear where my skills could and should be
improved.

Decision made

After discussing the IMCr training
content with Steve, it was evident that
doing the full syllabus would sharpen
my skills and knowledge on quite a
broad front. I was a little apprehensive
about putting myself under ‘examination
conditions’ again, but decided to go
for the rating rather than just a few
instrument hours. When time became
available three months later I started the
flying work and reading. Large parts
of the ground syllabus are re-visiting
or extending knowledge in the PPL
training. I actually enjoyed it overall,
though initially it was tough getting back
into the discipline of formal study. As
well as a standard text book, I used the
IMC Confuser and found it useful. A
few bits are out of date e.g. ATSOCAS,
but I found working through the sample
questions helped my learning. Self study
is OK for most of the theory; I found it
helpful to have the odd ground-school
session with my instructor to nail a
particular subject. Steve and I also did
a few hours on a PC instrument trainer.
That helped me get my head around
needle/CDI indications and it’s a lot
cheaper than in the aeroplane.
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A piece of advice if you embark on the
IMC training. Get very familiar with
your whiz-wheel. You remember, it’s that
ARC thingy that’s got lots of numbers on
it, on both sides. Better dust it off if it’s
been a while. You’ll need it for the exam
as you’re not allowed to use an electronic
flight computer or a calculator.
When I started the flying I really did
feel like a student again. It was much
harder to start with than I had imagined,
lots of ‘I’m never going to get this’. I
know now that that’s a very common
experience, so it’s not something to get
discouraged about. I can recall being
initially surprised at just how delicate
you need to be with control inputs and
an early lesson learnt was a reminder
of the importance of trimming well. I
chose to do things at a slow pace, and
there were lots of interruptions with our
other commitments, but it averaged out
at a lesson a week. This inevitably meant
a little of ‘two steps forward, one step
back’, but in my case I think in the long
run this slow pace was right for me. I
certainly had bad days, not coping with
the workload etc, but gradually I was able
to control the aircraft with more delicacy,
scanning more automatically. As my basic
instrument flying improved, Steve would
gradually crank up the workload, with
more knob twiddling or radio work. A
simple piece of advice; since the workload
is high, very high initially, don’t go for a
lesson if you’re not firing on all cylinders.
Also I wouldn’t book two hour slots
initially either; at the early stages after an
hour or so I was drained.

Satisfying improvements

So what bits did I find hard and which
bits were enjoyable? On the ground
school, I suppose reacquainting myself
with all the technical aspects of cockpit
instrumentation, navigation beacons,
altimetry, errors etc took a bit of effort,
but nothing too taxing. There was also
a bit of work required to get my head
around approach plates. I certainly got a
lot of value from all the flight planning
work. I’m more rigorous now, and this
is definitely an area where my general
flying has benefited. The other area of
improvement is a better awareness of how
to use and interpret met information.
As for the flying, after the initial
frustrations, I saw my ability to scan
effectively improve and gradually become
more automatic. As hinted at above, this
freed up a few brain cells for talking to
ATC, changing frequencies, FREDA
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checks and so on.
I can still remember the first flight out
from Biggin Hill to Southend where I
was going to handle everything myself,
putting it all together. I was to intercept
and track a radial on DET VOR, talk to
Southend, then ADF tracking inbound
towards SND for a radar-vectored ILS.
Oh, and some NBD holds after that.
Steve had advised me to think through
in advance when I would make calls,
change frequencies and do checks. The
mantra became always stay one step ahead
of the aeroplane, nav and comms. That
is, when you have a spare few minutes,
set up that next frequency, do that check
or ident that nav. It’s proved to be very
good advice. The flight went pretty well,
I even remembered to flip to DET from
BIG this time, I was definitely improving.
My calls were becoming a bit sharper by
then, and pausing during button-pushing
to rescan was helping to keep the aircraft
level and on track. Writing the vectors
and assigned altitudes from ATC also
helped. It’s amazing how quickly ‘easy to
remember’ bits of information disappear
when the unmentionable hits the fan.
Small inputs to keep the localizer in
limits, and occasional glances at the DME
to anticipate the glideslope. It was very
satisfying to look up at DH and see the
runway right in front of me.

Areas of difficulty

So what were the hard bits in the flying
training? For some reason I found limited
panel quite tricky to master. I was overcontrolling quite a bit at first; the lag on
the barometric instruments was a big
factor I think. Another area I initially
found difficult was compass turns.
After trying UNOS, I quickly realised
that timing them was far easier, three
degrees/second for rate one. And then
there was the ADF. I had few excuses,
since the aircraft was fitted with an RMI,
and so I didn’t have the Relative Bearing
concept to worry about, but I still found
it a frustrating instrument. It took quite
a while for me to master NDB holds. The
irony is the examiner didn’t want me to
demonstrate a hold in the test. Aah well,
it’s only money.
I had managed to pass the ground
exam with only one question wrong, and
the flying was getting there bit by bit,
so gradually, but surely, dawned the day
of the flight test. This went remarkably
well considering my brain shuts down
and my knees turn liquid when there’s
an examiner in the right hand seat. She



indicated approval when I spotted I had
gone through the selected radial and
corrected it. Unusual attitudes weren’t too
unusual and even the limited panel and
turns went well. I nailed the ILS, best one
for a while, though the wind was kind. A
bit more general handling and it was off
back to Biggin for a celebration.
In terms of hours, I spent 30 hours
under the hood. With my approach to
tests and my advancing years I never
expected to get anywhere near the
minimum specified (15 hours training, 10
under the hood). I’m perfectly happy with
that, I got a lot out of all those hours. I
think many average pilots would struggle
to get to test standard in the minimum
hours, I had had to do the course in a Greg aircraft, as the legality of doing it our
N-reg machine, is to say the least highly
dubious.
Since taking the test, I’ve done some
instrument work with Steve in the
Liberty, learning a lot more about using
our Garmin 530 to fly GPS approaches
and doing some more ILSs. It clearly is
very important to keep up these skills that
can soon fade if not practised. How will I
use it? Well I don’t think I’m going to be
launching into total clag every week and
actively seeking out poor weather. Having
the ability to shoot instrument approaches
will be a great ‘get out of jail’ card though
and give me more flexibility in marginal
conditions. As for the future, I’d like to
do a full IR, but not until the future of
using an FAA IR in the UK is clearer and
not until an EASA IR is developed that’s
more suitable for GA private pilots.

Conclusion

If I have to give an overall judgement
on whether I got what I expected out of
the training, I would say I got more. I
have become a better all round pilot, as
well as learning new skills, and I would
certainly recommend doing this training
to any pilot. Now would seem to be a
good time to think about it, given that
EASA are apparently contemplating some
concessions to allow at least existing
IMCr holders to continue to exercise
those privileges. Not the same as allowing
the rating itself to continue of course,
but better than nothing. I hope they do
actually allow the rating to continue;
to remove a rating that improves
safety makes no sense to me. I remain
unconvinced about EASA’s plans for an
‘en-route’ IR, but that’s another story.
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Diverting Thoughts
Adèle Stephenson reminds us that diversion planning is much more than just thinking about the weather

O

ccasionally one meets pilots who say
they have never diverted in their lives.
Strange. Most of us have done so, although
not to the extent of the unfortunate Swiss
turboprop crew, whose bad luck in July 2002
caused them to divert, then divert again,
and again, until they ended up landing at
their fifth alternate, the destination and
first four alternates succumbing to storms
along a weather front. The fifth airfield, at
which they landed, had a long runway but a
low earth embankment across it to prevent
illegal car races, the remainder of the runway
being used by GA aircraft. Unfortunately
in the fading daylight the aircraft struck the
embankment, writing off the undercarriage.
One is left to speculate on the remarks on
the Cockpit Voice Recorder.
Weather is normally considered to be the
cause of diversions, but it is not necessarily
so. The following reasons are among those
which may cause a diversion:
I
Weather below minima.
I
Thunderstorms on approach/in vicinity.
I
Airport snoclo.
I
Parking areas full.
I
Airport has single runway which is
obstructed.
I
Airport has one runway obstructed
and the other(s) cannot be used due to
inadequate fire cover.
I
Failure of airport radio aids/lighting.
I
Security alert causing airport closure.
You will observe that apart from the first
three, the others can occur on very fine days
or nights, so good weather is no guarantee of
an assured arrival at destination.

Weather diversions

Taking the weather first, consideration of
this occurs, of course, at the flight planning
stage. If the weather is close to minima for
a precision approach at destination, it must
be adequate for a non-precision approach at
the alternates. To be safe, not only must the
forecast for your ETA and current actuals
comply with this, but the weather patterns
need to differ. For example, if the east
coast of the UK is shrouded in fog with an
easterly wind, the alternate must be to the
west thus out of that weather pattern. (e.g.
Edinburgh and Prestwick). Having decided

that the weather makes a certain airport a
suitable diversion, check its NOTAMs to see
that nothing untoward will be happening
at your ETA. It’s a bit embarrassing if the
local air display is in full swing (Ed. exactly
this happened to your editor at Southend in
his IMCr days. They were very good about it!)
The selection of alternates requires care.
Thunderstorms can be ‘hidden’ in an
actual or forecast. The rest of the weather
can look perfectly reasonable but the TS or
TSRA can effectively block an approach.
Seeing this in the Met reports warrants
either a telephone call to ATC, if possible, or
working on the assumption that a diversion
is going to be necessary. If it is not, that is a
bonus.
Fuel flight planning should allow for a
take-off on the least favourable runway to
the departure direction, and landing on
the least favourable for the arrival. The
least favourable runway should also be
assumed for the alternate. If a diversion
is made without making an approach at
the destination, it obviously saves fuel, but
cannot be planned that way. If two alternates
are possible, fuel flight planning should
allow for the furthest alternate or, belt &
braces, an approach at both destination and
first alternate before proceeding to second
alternate. I have, on a few occasions, missed
out a first alternate and gone to the second,
but never had to use a third, let alone a fifth
like the unfortunate Swiss crew.

Snow closures

An airport that is snoclo is easy – it is
closed. It is when airports give an ETA for
re-opening that the fun starts. They are
improving the accuracy of their estimates,
but still cannot be considered one hundred
percent reliable. If airborne at the time,
to hold or not to hold is the question. If
the airport opens on time, are you going
to be Number One to land, or Number
twenty? Have they cleared the parking areas
sufficiently to accommodate everyone? On
balance it is usually best to divert unless
you can be really sure that you are going to
be able to land AND are not using up your
diversion fuel.
Which brings us on to full parking areas.
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Here is a truism. You are rarely alone on a
diversion. If you can’t land, you can bet that
others are in the same position. You have
all probably had the same bright idea about
selecting a diversion airport. You are all
probably heading that way. If you left your
diversion until you were down to minimum
diversion fuel, what are you going to do
when told you are Number Eight to land
and will have to hold? Everyone else is short
of fuel, too. The answer is to anticipate this
situation and here is a little story on the
subject.

You are rarely alone

One dark and foggy November night I
was en route from East Anglia to Scotland,
with a return to East Anglia planned for
that night. It was perfectly obvious that
the fog was going to roll in and we would
not return, so when passing East Midlands
northbound I called the Tower and asked
if they were expecting to be busy that
evening. They were the nearest airport to
my destination that was forecasting clear
weather. ‘Oh no’ they replied, ‘we are never
busy on Tuesday nights.’ As we returned
from Scotland there was no point is going
anywhere near East Anglia, so we called East
Midlands and said we would be diverting
to them. We were the second diversion to
land. As we gathered our belongings and
organised transport to the terminal, aircraft
were landing every few minutes. We booked
ourselves into the hotel. Meeting one of
our colleagues over breakfast who had also
diverted, he demanded to know ‘if we had
been caught?’ It transpired that so many
aircraft had diverted that the CAA had
had the time to send a team out to do snap
inspections of pilot licences and aircraft
serviceability. Having arrived at the start of
the great influx, we were somewhat smug.
The serious point is that if you arrive
ahead of the flood of diversions you get 1)
parking space 2) fuel 3) a taxi 4) a hotel
room (and if you are an airliner, coaches
for the passengers). You are rarely alone
on a diversion. The parking area problem
depends on the airport layout, but it is a
real concern and may cause an airport to be
unable to accept more aircraft.
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Runway closed

So many airfields are single
runway, that if an aircraft
has a mishap on the runway
it is blocked for all arrivals
and departures. Listen
carefully if an aircraft
ahead of you reports a
hydraulic problem, as that
can cause everyone behind
to divert. Assuming the
aircraft lands and remains
on its undercarriage, it
is almost certain it won’t
move until locks are put
into the gear and a tug
found. It is amazing how
long that can take. If it
needs to be scraped off the
runway that takes even
longer. On both occasions
a runway inspection will
have to be carried out, and
aircraft already there will be
pushing for early departure.
If the airport has more than
one runway it may still
stop movements if the fire
service is dealing with an
accident/incident and has
no spare capacity for normal
duties.

Equipment failures

Failure of airport facilities
is unusual, but if anything
is going to fail it seems to
be the approach lighting,
especially at smaller airports
in Europe. If this affects
your minima and they
notify you just before you
start the approach it is
highly annoying.

Security threats

Finally, we all know
about security closures
due to threats. They are
nothing new. An old-timer
captain once told me that
he dreaded the late-night
New York departure to
London in the Fifties as
a drunken voice from a
public telephone box would
frequently hiccup in a heavy
accent ‘There’s a bomb on
the BOAC tonight…..’
Happy diverting !

Equipment review: The Wingman flight bag
By Stephen Niechcial

F

or the past year or so I have been using Tuff
Luv’s earlier model flight bag model, E-volve
Final-Approach. It has been worth its weight in
gold over that time, housing practically all my
flying equipment in one stylish place and proving
extremely durable in regular use. So it was that
I was keen to try out the new E-volve Wingman
flight bag when the chance came my way recently.

flap. Underneath these is another long thin pocket
for more pens, fuel strainer etc. On each outer side
of the case is a pocket big enough to take most of
the new smartphones or sunglasses. Finally, on
the outside of the case back (base) are three more
pockets for paper or maps. The whole has a sturdy
carrying handle with a separate detachable shoulder
strap for optional use.

Dimensions

Comparison

Like the Final-Approach, the Wingman is a
soft case construction, made of black, rainproof
tapestry nylon, and designed to expand its empty
compressed shape capacity according to how
much you want to put in it. Flat, it measures
about 38cm (L) x 24cm (H) x 20cm (D). Fully
loaded (including headset), the depth increases to
33cm. An additional feature is that it has poppers
and velcro attachments, enabling two cases to
be mounted back to back (base to base) to make
a single bag of twice the capacity. The internal
storage space of the Wingman is a nominal 16cm
deep and has two pockets just the right size to
contain a licence and a log book, as well as six
retaining slots for pens/markers. The lid which zips
over this has one full width pocket on the inside,
good for a couple of partly unfolded maps, plus
four other pockets for whiz wheels, protractor,
calculator etc. Loaded up with those things, the
internal space will still accommodate an A4 size
kneeboard, plus a thick flight guide and a small
tablet/laptop computer. In flight, the case remains
open nicely giving easy access to all your bits and
pieces whilst keeping them secure and well ordered.
On the outside of the case lid are four more
pockets for equipment. The central one is designed
for a headset, and the ones either side are big
enough for a GPS and handheld radio or PLB.
Each piece of equipment is held firm by a velcroed

In flight, everything is accessible and secure
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The main difference between the Final-Approach
and the Wingman is one of size. With the Final
Approach you can either get in every bit of
equipment you might possibly need for a long tour
(including two headsets), or alternatively a good
amount of equipment and enough personal effects
for an overnight stay. It is however rather large for
those Saturday morning local jaunts when wanting
to travel light. In this respect the Wingman is an
ideal companion, being exactly the right size for
everyday flying. I could find very little to fault it.
In flight it’s very easy to reach over and unfasten/
secure everything by feel. Having everything in
its place rather than rattling around the bottom
of a bag is a great boon to finding things quickly,
and checking when you pack up that nothing has
been left behind. My only slight criticism is that
the headset pocket is on the tight side for one of
the big David Clarks, though it would be fine for
anything smaller. Also, because GPS sets and other
equipment vary so much in size, you would need to
check carefully that everything you want to go into
a pocket will fit - I had no problems.
Ken Graham of Tuff Luv, who designed the
bag, is himself a private pilot, and that experience
comes through. At £29.99 including carriage it is
extremely good value for money. Available direct
from http://tuff-luv.com.

This much goes inside it!
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SERA
(Standardised European Rules of the Air)
Peter Bondar introduces this regulation which is to
change all our lives from the spring of 2012

T

he editor called me up a few months
ago and asked if I would do an article
on SERA. Not wishing to sound stupid
I said, ‘of course’. Having put the phone
down I thought, what the hell is SERA?
A quick Google revealed the answer. I
speed read the relevant documents, calmed
down and went back to my daily chores of
running and developing our own EASA
based AOC operation. So here I am, its
deadline day and its time to inform my
eager audience about SERA.

Definition

So, SERA, or to use its full title
‘Standardised European Rules of the
Air’ was conceived in 2004 (article 4 of
Regulation 551/2004), as part of a series
of initiatives to harmonise all aspects of
aviation across Europe. Put simply, SERA
is the EASA version of section 2 of the
UK Air Navigation Order. At 71 pages,
it is, by European standards, concise and
surprisingly easy to read. Of course, it
does not cover many items that the Air
Navigation Order in the UK originally
attempted to cover in one document, but
as avid readers of the ANO will note,
many sections of that document now
have the phrase ‘for an EASA…..’. This
refers to the practical point that the ANO
has to cede powers to the EU/EASA on
an increasing number of issues. A lot of
negative observations surrounded the
earlier attempts at harmonisation known as
JAR (Joint Aviation Regulations), so it was
interesting to note that EASA was formed
in its own image and not as JAR MK II.
I guess my audience will fall into the
usual three camps; those who see this as a
continued onslaught on the British Empire,
those who are confused/ignorant/apathetic,
and those that see this part of the bigger

picture. For the last group it is simple; this
is a proposal that removes the need for
national air navigation orders and replaces
them with one set of rules wherever you fly
in EASA land.

Rules for European licence holders

So if you fly a conventional SEP/MEP
as a member of PPL/IR Europe, using
a European licence, and a European
registered aircraft, then it should (IMHO)
pose no great threat and make life easier
for moving and operating from one
country’s airspace to another. Like any
harmonisation/regulation however there
are winners and losers on a national basis.
The IMC rating issue is one. Equally
of concern is that some instructors who
make their living by dint of holding one
of the old UK BCPLs are not immediately
catered for. I know also that some CPL and
ATPL colleagues are expressing concerns
about some of the implications, but as a
commercial operator myself, I have yet to
find anything to concern me.
Like most EASA related activities (and
unlike JAA), SERA tries to balance the
needs of the many against the needs of
the few. Most activity is commercial air
transport when measured by economic
value, fuel burnt and people involved
directly or indirectly. Fringe groups have to
be ‘normalised’ for the greater good of the
whole (to paraphrase Spock)! When viewed
from space, as a commercial transport
operator, the normalisation result seems
to be relatively common sense and pretty
straightforward. Anyone who already deals
with the UK ANO and EU-OPS (the
European directive covering scheduled and
non-scheduled commercial transport of
passengers and freight) will struggle to find
anything that is particularly problematic.
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There are 14 minor variations to the
ICAO rules that the world, in principle,
signed up to use for the basis of good
aviation practice; not a lot for several
hundred words of text. By regulatory
standards, the directive is remarkably
intelligible, unlike the ANO! There is a
refreshing lack of the classic ANO double
negative, i.e. ‘you can’t do this and you
can’t do this, but, in this case you can!’
So, roll on harmonisation day. The fact
that you will then be able to fly IFR or
VFR across 31 (yes 31) countries, without
having to worry that flying over a hospital
at 1,200 feet is OK in one country, but a
major crime in another, will be a blessed
relief.
As I researched and wrote this article,
the more I struggled to object to either
the logic or the output of the process. As
a person who flies, and whose aircraft
fly, at short notice across the whole of the
EASA land and then on to the Middle
East, Africa, India and the ‘stan states’
life is already, refreshingly easy within
EASA land. Life only becomes tedious
where EASA land meets the rest of the
world. This of course is a major cause of
concern for PPL/IR Europe members and
other pilots a who fly N-reg aircraft under
EASA. Although a stay of execution on
licensing enforcement has been agreed,
there is as yet no longer term solution to
this problem in sight.

Differences to be explained

If you fall into the confused/ignorant/
apathetic camp then I guess you will not
pay attention and carry on doing whatever
you did before. Assuming it was legal
under the ANO then 99.9% of what you
do will be legal under SERA. Hopefully,
some bright sparks will come out with
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Standardised Rules of
the Air aim to iron out
national differences
so that pilots can
operate seamlessly
across member states
according to a single set
of rules
NATIONAL
DIFFERENCES

STATE 

NATIONAL
DIFFERENCES

STATE 2

STATE 3

NATIONAL
DIFFERENCES

STATE 4…
NATIONAL
DIFFERENCES

differences manuals and other literature
for your delectation highlighting the
differences between the ANO and SERA
as suggested below.

Non-EASA groups

That leaves us with the defenders of
the British Empire and those groups
caught unintentionally in the crossfire of
European harmonisation. For these groups
there is bad news indeed. For all those
airborne platforms that do not conform to
the EASA definition of VLA, SEP, MEP
and upwards, the regulations pay scant
regard to the limitations or practicalities of
these people’s sporting based activities (or
the livelihoods based on them). However
there are embedded in the regulations
a variety of phrases such as ‘Union
legislation or, where applicable, national
legislation for aircraft operations regulated
by Member States; and as indicated by
any relevant information, advice and/or
clearance from the appropriate air traffic
services unit’.
So there does seem to be at least some
local discretion for interpretation of some
of the issues on the periphery.
Personally I have come to the conclusion
that, overall, EASA is doing a great job of
managing the processes needed to corral
thirty plus countries. Aviation has the least
respect or restriction for either physical
or political boundaries. Why should the
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rules change five times as I cross five
countries in Europe in a single journey?
For me the volcanic ash debacle brought
into clear focus the need for harmonisation
on the rules of the air. Why could I fly in
France with some ash when in Belgium
in the same cloud I could not? People
complain about the amount of controlled
airspace that restricts GA activities. If
everyone could be trusted to have the same
rules then, we could have less restricted
airspace and more free flight in less highly
regulated airspace. So at least ATC would
know about that para-glider who has filed
IFR at FL125 outside of class A airspace!

Potential improvements

For me I think the key issue is not what
is implemented, but how. The following
would be helpful:
1) Simple differences guides highlighting
what was the country specific variations versus the new SERA version.
Ideally GASIL/CAA should do these,
IMHO.
2) Simple worked examples of how one
can comply with the regulations, for
example through Technical Guidance
Leaflets (TGL). These would show
AMC (acceptable means of compliance) for certain issues like what a
flight plan needs to look like to be
accepted. Again the CAA should
sponsor this.



3) A commitment by the regulatory
authorities not to ‘gold plate’ the directive. For example on EU-OPS, we, as a
‘small operator’, according to EU-OPS
could have used a checklist methodology for quality management. The UK
CAA deemed this was ‘unacceptable,’
even though EU-OPS and TGL44
said it was ‘acceptable’ It would be a
pity to have to register your aircraft in
another EASA state, or get a licence
issued by another EASA state, to avoid
over-enthusiastic local interpretation
by your favourite regulatory authority.
4) Free-ware templates of key acceptable
forms and documents to make the
transition easier.
So the end is nigh, and you can gather
one PPL/IR Europe member doesn’t see
SERA as the beginning of the end, just
another small step to a single European sky
for most, if not all.
Peter Bondar is co-founder, CEO
and CAA accountable manager for
Diamond-Executive Aviation. Currently
operating a fleet of four Diamond DA42
TwinStars under an EU-OPS AOC
covering passenger and freight transport,
unaccompanied organ donor work and
flight inspection and calibration. Missions
are flown across the whole of Europe, the
Middle East, Africa, India and the
‘stan states’
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Radio failure and more on minima
by Nick Gribble

Following on from his previous articles, Nick Gribble looks at
the procedures to follow in the event of nav or com failure in
IMC, take-off/landing minima, and the differences between
the minima for commercial vs private operators

Nav/com failure in IMC

H

aving done a straw poll of pilot colleagues, it is clear that the
rules relating to the actions required in the event of loss of
communications when IMC are very poorly understood; yet this is
a malfunction that requires a good deal of prior thought. Look in
the emergency drills for most aircraft, and they say what to do to try
to restore the radio or nav equipment, but they don’t mention the
procedural aspects at all. The trouble is that if you get a nav or com
failure in IMC, then you don’t have the time or, most probably, the
ability to open the AIP and check what the procedures say. For those
interested in seeing what the AIP has to say about all this, the detail
is at ENR 1.1.3 para 4.2.2 onwards.

the supply voltage and switches the equipment off when it falls
beneath a prescribed level. This level varies between equipment, so
a low voltage situation may lead to different equipment dropping
off line in an apparently random and unpredictable manner. I
now carry an iPad with me on which I keep all of the gCAP plates
(which are available as a single download to full licence holders).
This also has a moving map with aviation overlays. It allows you to
bring up pseudo-displays of nav beacons, using the GPS to work out
what the equipment would show were the iPad able to pick up the
transmissions. Clearly it’s not something that is authorised for use
in flight on its own, but as a backup I feel much more comfortable
knowing that it’s there and that, in extremis, I could get back home
with it.
If you lose your nav kit but the radios are still working, then you
can make an emergency call and get help. D&D will assist you with
getting to a place where you can fly a PAR/SRA, and you don’t need
anything more than serviceable radios to fly one of those. In fact you
don’t necessarily need even a serviceable radio, but more of that later.
The AIP says that if you lose essential nav kit, then you should tell
ATC your height and approximate position and if possible they’ll let
you continue, possibly lending navigational assistance.

Nav failure

Clearly, the first thing to do is to try to restore the system. UK
legislation requires that aircraft cannot have a single failure which
can drag down the entire avionics suite, but a single avionics switch
can appear to have this effect. Aircraft with such a switch are
required to have a means of restoring power to at least something
useful, but the amount of usable equipment can me minimal and
you need to be prepared. It is thus vital to know your aircraft’s
systems so that if everything suddenly powers down you are not left
completely in the dark, so to speak. I don’t know about aeroplanes
in this context, but there are quite a few helicopters which have a
separate on/off switch for the standby artificial horizon. Standby
horizons tend to be run off independent power supplies so it is
important that they are switched on before flight and, if they are
powered direct from a battery, switched off again afterwards.
Loss of one piece of nav kit is not necessarily a major problem,
since for IFR work most equipment is doubled up. The ANO says
that if a route will be flown solely with reference to one navaid,
then there must be two of that navaid in the aircraft. Although it
doesn’t say so specifically, it would clearly be sensible to have two
ADF boxes if your destination or alternate aerodrome has only NDB
approaches. Two ADFs is a luxury that many aircraft do not have.
However, in the situation where the one navaid has failed, there is
almost always the option of PAR or an SRA at the very least as a
backup. How many readers can honestly say that they’ve flown one
of these recently, and can remember how to? They’re not difficult,
admittedly, but uncertainty is not what you need when things go
wrong.
Loss of more than one piece of nav kit usually points to an
electrical failure of some sort. So, in addition to the circuit breakers
and fuses, you should check the generator/alternator output and
the state of the battery. An electrical problem in IMC is highly
undesirable and can lead quickly to other systems, including the
radio, going off-line. Most modern nav/coms equipment monitors
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Radio failure

Most com boxes have some sort of emergency setting which allows
a modicum of control over the radios if there’s a partial failure.
Failure whereby it is possible to receive OK, but not to transmit
except ‘carrier wave only’ may well be due to a faulty headset or
Press to Transmit (PTT) button. If flying alone, it’s worth carrying
a spare headset and/or trying the opposite seat headset sockets and
PTT button. Aircraft certified for IFR flight generally have two
VHF radios, so you would be unlucky to lose both, but of course it
happens. It has happened to me twice, although thankfully I was
VFR at the time. The first occasion was when trying to get into
the London Control Zone, when an alert controller worked out
who we were and where we wanted to go and cleared us into the
zone (which was above and beyond the call of duty and was most
welcome). The second time was returning to Shannon after a Search
and Rescue trip, when a loud squeal over the intercom rendered all
communication impossible. We took off our helmets, squawked
7600, and returned at low level, looking out for light signals from
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the tower whilst frantically trying
to look up their meaning. I am thus
alert to the fact that radio failures
do happen, and just because an
aircraft has two radios doesn’t mean
that one of them will always be
available, even if they do come from
different electrical sources. The first
of these incidents was particularly
interesting, because the controller
and I resorted to me using the PTT
switch to send Morse. It was evident
that we were transmitting carrier
wave only, and a change of radio box
made no difference, so we squawked
7600 and made four clicks with the
PTT, indicating ‘H’, for ‘H’elp. The
controller picked up on this straight
away, and invited us to “click once
for yes, twice for no” and ascertained
who we were and what were wanted.
He established that we were not
otherwise in distress, and cleared
us to land at Brooklands, with the
instruction to give him a call when we
landed. I was most impressed that the
system worked. I’d not used it since
flying in the military and even then
we practiced it only very rarely.
A handheld transceiver powered
by internal batteries, such as an
ICOM, can be of great help in a
situation where the aircraft radios
have failed. Generally, the range of
handhelds is very limited compared
to panel mounted radios. However,
their range can be extended by a
simple panel modification allowing
you to connect the transceiver to
the aircraft’s superior aerial system
when needed. There is also another
form of communication nowadays,
and that’s the mobile phone. Unless
your aircraft has an approved phone
installation, it’s not legal to operate a
phone in flight. However, faced with
a choice of court action for doing
so, versus running out of ideas in
IMC, I know what I’d do. Neither
PPL/IR Europe nor gCAP condones
such action, of course, but having
the number for D&D in your phone
cannot be a bad idea. London D&D
is 01489 612406 and Scottish is
01292 692380.

Procedures after radio failure

If you lose comms in IMC, the AIP
says that if you haven’t received
a clearance you should vacate
controlled airspace and areas of ‘dense
traffic’, get yourself VMC, and land
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Procedures to follow after radio failure

as soon as practicable. It says that you should
liaise with ATC, but clearly this is impossible,
and if it were possible, then you’d be able to get
a revised clearance. The instruction to get VMC
is equally naïve; it’s getting VMC which is the
difficult bit.
Clearly you need to let ATC know that you
have a problem, and if the radios don’t work
then maybe the transponder does. In any
case, set 7600 and transmit on 121.5 or the
ATC frequency you were using beforehand,
and make all calls that you would normally in
the hope that someone might hear. ATC will
pretty soon get the hint that there is an aircraft
blatting around that’s not talking to them
even if they don’t see your squawk or hear your
transmissions; and an alert controller should
be able to work out who has the problem, if
nothing else than by a process of elimination.
If they’ve given you a clearance then they’ll
expect you either to fly in accordance with
this clearance or to carry out the ‘no radio’
procedures which are described below. When
you do this, they’ll move other aircraft around
to give you space, but bear in mind that this
might take a few minutes to achieve, and if you
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make any major heading or speed changes then
this might well affect your separation.
Note that if your clearance included ‘delay
not determined’ then you do not, by definition,
have an Expected Arrival Time (EAT) and
must divert since there are probably other
aircraft ahead of you in a holding pattern or
the runway is unavailable. Quite where you
divert to and how you’re supposed to get down,
is not something that the AIP discusses, and
it’s something that you need to have a rough
plan for before it happens. The flow diagram
shown above might be worth keeping in a handy
place. It doesn’t cover all the minor details that
the AIP contains, but if you follow it you’ll
be safe and will have complied with the main
requirements.
Note the reference to the airfield’s minimum
altitude chart; this is the only place where such
airfield-specific procedures are detailed. A word
of caution here. Since many of these procedures
are circular, referring back to the AIP
procedures, gCAP has so far not produced this
information but will be incorporating it shortly.
In the meantime, you are advised to check the
AIP before flight.
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Commercial vs. private operations

It is interesting to read between the lines in
the AIP. In AD 1.1.2 it says that although
the minima stated in both the AIP and
JAR-OPS 3 / EU-OPS 1 are mandatory
for public transport or commercial air
transport (not that it draws the distinction
despite giving definitions, which is
perhaps anomalous), other aircraft do not
always have to comply. Compliance is
mandatory when flying an approach to a
runway which has a notified instrument
procedure. Consider ‘Nonsuch’ airfield,
which has a notified approach (published
in the AIP) to runway 27 but not to 09. If
you fly an IMC/IFR approach to runway
27, then you must obey the minima on
the plate. However, if you decide to make
an approach to 09 instead (which would
surely be foolhardy since it has not been
checked and no procedure has been
promulgated), then by the letter of the law
you would have no minima to which to fly.
You would thus not be constrained, other
than by the low flying rule, and this rule
generally permits low flight for the purpose
of landing. Bizarre, but true. Please do not
take this as meaning that it’s okay to do so
because it most definitely is not. (Ed. this
issue is discussed further in the article ‘Of
course it’s perfectly legal’, on page 13.)
It is sometimes said that pilots without
much IFR experience or who lack
currency should fly to higher limits, and
of course this is wise advice. The AIP
recommends that IMC-rated pilots1 add
200ft to the published landing minima,
with an absolute minimum DH of 500ft
(precision) or MDH of 600ft (nonprecision). Pilots who are not reasonably
current are encouraged to add a further
100ft at least, depending on how well they
know the procedure, aircraft etc, and how
lacking in currency they are. Although it’s
not mandatory for private pilots (as has
been discussed above), pilots of single-pilot
machines should note that the minimum
RVR is 800m except when the autopilot is
coupled to an ILS, in which case the RVR
on the plate can be used. In this situation,
however, the lowest height to which the
aircraft can descend is 1.25 times the
minimum use height for the autopilot.
What this means is that if, for example, the
autopilot carries a restriction that it cannot
be used below 100ft then the lowest you
can fly is 125ft (which is below the system
minimum of 200ft for an ILS anyway), so
there is no extra limitation. If, however, the
autopilot cannot be used below 200ft then
the lowest you can go on the ILS is 250ft,
although you can use whatever RVR is
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published even if it is below 800m.

Take-off minima

As regards take-off minima, again the
AIP says that PT/CAT operators must
comply. It ‘strongly recommends’ that
other operators do too, but it clearly infers
that this is not mandatory. This means
that its sentence, ‘The minima selected for
all flights by single engine aeroplanes should
be adequate to ensure a high probability of a
successful forced landing being made should
a failure of the engine occur after take-off ’
is only guidance. In any event, this is a
nebulous requirement, and it is left to
pilots to decide what is sufficient.
Multi-engined aircraft which have
satisfactory2 climb performance with
one engine inoperative (OEI), are shown
in a table which allows take-offs to be
conducted in visibility/RVR as low as
150m. Bearing in mind that this will
undoubtedly require a diversion should
there be an emergency on take-off,
going with an RVR anything less than
is required for landing back at the same
airfield is something that should be
considered carefully. Maybe it would be
okay if there is localised fog at the airfield
and it’s gin-clear five miles away, but this
will almost certainly still require an OEI
transit of quite a few miles with what could
be a serious malfunction.
Multi-engined aircraft which do not
have satisfactory OEI climb performance
are shown in yet another table which gives
the minimum visibility/RVR required,
depending on the height at which an
engine fails. At first sight this table seems
ridiculous, since it’s not possible to predict
when an engine will stop. What it is
saying, however, is that if your aircraft is
capable of sustaining OEI flight once it
has reached height [A], then the visibility
required is [B]. This is a cumbersome table
though, and requires a degree of planning.
Without such pre-flight planning, and
knowing that the minima are only
advisable for private pilots, it must be
reiterated that it is surely inadvisable to
take off when the visibility/RVR does not
permit a landing back at the same airfield,
despite the temptation to do so.

and white lights when on the ground are
applicable only to departing aircraft so
are not included. White lights are not
applicable to aircraft in flight.

Leave the
area

On the
ground
Leave the
runway

Wait (in the
circuit)

Wait (where
you are)

In flight
Flashing
Steady
Flashing
Steady

Wait (for
landing
clearance)
Land

The way to remember this is to assume
that anything apart from flashing red
or steady green effectively means ‘wait’.
Flashing reds are more attention-getting
than steady ones so imply more urgency,
hence ‘go away’, whereas a calm, steady
green means that all is well. Think of
traffic lights if you get stuck; steady red
means ‘stop’, and steady green means ‘go’.
The difference between steady red, and
flashing green, is the degree of clearance;
red means stay in the circuit, whereas green
means its okay to start an approach.

And finally

Information from the CAA suggests that
both ICAO and Europe are keen to review
non-radio procedures, as it is recognised
that they are ‘a little convoluted’. It is
possible that Standardised Rules of the
Air (SERA) may bring changes, but
in the meantime the loss of all radios
is an eventuality for which you should
have at least a basic plan so that if the
worst happens then you are ready for it.
Suggestions to the CAA from industry
as to how to proceed, whilst not exactly
solicited, would be welcomed; please send
any such suggestions to the author for
collating and forwarding.
As usual, more information can be
obtained from gCAP: 0845 054 2531,
www.gcap.eu, nick@gcap.eu.

Visual signals

A legacy from the days when aircraft didn’t
have radios, these signals come into their
own after a radio failure, but their meaning
is not obvious. They mean different things
depending on whether you’re in flight, or
on the ground. I have summarised and
simplified them in the table below. Green
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1

2

Pilots with IMC ratings need to check
whether the rating is recognised if flying
outside the UK since it’s a UK-specific
rating.
As defined in the AIP.
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Of Course, It’s all perfectly legal
By Jim Thorpe

Jim Thorpe* challenges the armchair lawyers’ views on unofficial IFR flying, and warns of some of the dangers
involved
(*with some input from the editor, who therefore expects to take some of the flack!)

T

here seems to be a never ending
debate as to what constitutes a
legal instrument approach. The forums
abound with what appear to be specious
arguments. The following is my attempt
as a non-lawyer to present a simplified list
of the applicable rules with my view on
how they can reasonably be interpreted. In
the end, pilots must make their individual
judgements, but they should do this
without being blind to the implications. I
have referenced most of the following to
their sources, but numbered them A1…etc
for ease of reference in this article.
A) In order to fly IFR, the most commonly
applicable rules from the ANO are:
1. Rule 35. You need a flight plan in
CAS (not in class G). In the UK this
can be an abbreviated airborne plan.
2. Rule 34. Above the transition altitude
(3000 ft. in much of the UK), you fly
quadrantals.
3. Rule 33. You must fly at least 1000
ft above the highest obstacle within
5NM.
4. Part 14 109. Don’t descend below
1000 ft above an airfield with an AIP
if the RVR is below minima.
5. Part 14 109. Don’t bust the published
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minima for an IAP.
6. Part 13 subsec 2. If you have an IMCr
then the lowest landing and take off
vis. is 1800 metres.
7. For an IR holder flying single pilot,
the minimum landing vis. is 800
metres unless an autopilot is used.
8. Any autopilot use is subject to its specific flight manual restrictions.
9. Part 14 109. For an IR holder, minimum take off vis. is 150m RVR.
10. Part 14 109. An alternate needs to be
specified but there are no definitive
rules.
11. Part 14 109. The flight is not to be
continued unless the destination is
forecast to be above minima.
B) But there are some catch alls which
apply to all flying:
1. Part 19 137. Don’t do anything dangerous.
2. Part 19 138. Don’t do anything which
might hurt others.
3. Part 10 86. Satisfy yourself before take
off that the flight can be made safely.
C) Then there are the relevant VFR rules:
1. Below 140 knots, below 3000 ft outside CAS, 1500 metres minimum vis.
for IMC /IR holders
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2. Section 3. 5c. Don’t fly less than
1000 ft above the highest fixed object
within 600 metres
3. Section 3. 5b. Don’t fly closer than
500 ft to any vessel or structure except
for the purpose of landing or taking
off in accordance with normal aviation
practice.
(But Section 3. 6. exempts pilots from
the low flying rules if flying in accordance
with normal aviation practice for take off
or landing.)
D) And some air traffic service rules:
1. Part 23 172. If there is an approach,
then an ATC service must be in operation for it to be used.
2. Part 23 176. An instrument flight
procedure must be approved.

Self-designed approach

The classic case which usually raises the
issue of legality is the use of a self-designed
approach procedure to land somewhere
without a published IAP. The starting point
is that if you plan to go there, then you
must have a reasonable expectation that you
could land without undue difficulty (A11,
B3). In order to cloud break, you cannot
come closer than 500 ft to any object,
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nor fly within 1000 ft of anything within
600m (C2, C3). Probably the only source
of information is the MEF from your chart.
There is only one place on the UK charts
where the MEF is as low as 400 ft and that’s
on a beach in Norfolk. The MEF can, by
definition, never be lower than 300 ft QFE.
This is because, aside from critical areas (eg
on IAPs or within aerodrome boundaries),
objects below that height are not notified
and depicted on UK VFR charts. They
must therefore in practice be assumed to
potentially present anywhere, anytime with
no prior notification. This is not just an
academic point as transmitting masts of up
to 299 ft are erected regularly, particularly
on points of high elevation. Almost always,
MEF is much higher than 400 ft, but let’s
say something around 1000 ft is the best one
can expect in lowland areas. One might also
reflect that it is unlikely that the local QNH
will be known exactly. This means that in
general terms the lowest legal level to which
you can descend over land or close to shore
is 2000ft. The usual argument is to rely on
the section 3.6 exemption that it’s OK to
ignore the low flying rules for take offs and
landings. However, to take advantage of this
you need to be flying in accord with ‘normal
aviation practice’. If you are descending out
of IMC to low levels towards an unfamiliar
airfield without an IAP, I would suggest that
it is untenable to argue that this is the case.
At an airfield you know well, it might
just be possible to argue that you know
the exact height of all the obstacles within
600m of the approach track. You might
be able to provide evidence of prudent
preparation such as search of the OS map,
prior flying of the tracks in VMC etc. In
these circumstances, you might be able
to get the minimum down a few hundred
feet, but its not normal practice and the
500ft rule will still apply. You might even
have a home-brewed approach, but that
would fall foul of D2. You might think
that the most benign case is when an
airfield approach control service reduces
to an aerodrome only service. You might
fly a published approach, perhaps in class
G airspace, and get a clearance to land.
You would make radio calls so that the
airfield ATC know what’s going on. This
would seem to tick the boxes and be OK?
Actually no, at least not in the UK. If ATC
is not present, the official view is that the
IAP does not exist. The typical terrain
minimum clearance on an AIP is less than
(sometime significantly less than) 300 ft,
so some combination of A3, C2 and C3
could still apply. In some parts of Europe,
notably France, published IAPs are
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sometimes allowed in the absence of ATC,
often with minima increased accordingly.
How does all this square with the fact
that ATC regularly vectors GA aircraft
in situations which seem to contravene
the rules? Farnborough often facilitates
approaches into places like Fairoaks and
Elstree below 2000ft. If you examine the
Farnborough minimum radar attitude
chart you will see that it is complicated but
in places it goes down to 1400ft. (There is
a note to say that vectoring will always be
at least 1000 ft above nearest fixed object
within about 5 NM but it’s a little hard to
see how this works). Taking the minimum
of 1400 ft, it remains the pilots, not an
ATC responsibility to ensure legality. You
might have a little more chance here of
arguing that you were flying in accord
with normal aviation practice. Providing
you were visual at 1400 ft, and not too far
from the landing airfield, plus you are at
less than 140 knots and have 1500 meters
vis., then maybe you are OK.

Take-off into low cloud

What about the opposite situation, and you
are taking off into a lowish cloud base? You
have no radar service; you are not 1000
ft above the nearest object within 5NM,
nor in accord with normal practice or on a
published procedure. To be really sure you
would need to be VFR till 1000 ft above
the local MEF. In the London area where
the MEF is about 1300 ft, I suggest that a
court would say that 2300 ft was the only
definitively legal altitude at which to be
IMC outside CAS. What if you argue this
is in accord with normal aviation practice?
Pilots have been doing it in great number
for years. There is some justice in this and
good luck.
Some pilots attempt to argue on the
basis of clever get-outs. A hole opened
up, the cloud was wispy not real cloud,
or there were so few aircraft that the risk
was minimal. I was closely involved with
the first, and still the most high profile
corporate manslaughter case in the UK
when several children drowned. At the
time, I was an expert in the field, and
in my opinion the man held responsible
had done nothing wrong and was acting
entirely in accord with best practice. He
was pilloried. The facts counted for little in
the face of multiple fatalities and a blame
culture. He went to jail for several years
and was financially ruined. I saw at close
quarters how all the pub experts ran for
cover when faced with real risk and the
need to give evidence under oath. The
reality is that the CAA enforces on only
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a miniscule number of the most blatant
GA misdemeanours and even then the
punishments are derisory. The real risk is
an action arising from an incident with
substantial damage or fatalities. Such an
action might be criminal rather than civil,
and it quite possible your insurance would
not cover criminal cases. The arguments
that seemed persuasive in the flying club
bar or on the forums, will seem less certain
and perhaps pathetic when your liberty
and your family’s financial security is at
stake.

Published GPS cloud-breaks

I am not coming at this from a ‘holier
than thou’ perspective. I myself transgress
from time to time, in what I hope is a
measured manner with an understanding
of the issues and risks. What I do object
to, is actions and statements by pilots, and
indeed instructors, which can encourage
the inexperienced to take risks they do
not understand. I also object to the way
the authorities ignore absolutely blatant
flouting of the rules. What we really need
to remove the temptation of questionable
IMC to VMC manoeuvres, is published
GPS cloud break procedures, giving self
separation radio calls without the need
for ATC involvement. We also need
advisory departure routes that provide
terrain clearance. This happens now in
many parts of the world. These practices
would open up many more locations
to GA IFR traffic and remove much
unnecessary temptation. I acknowledge in
the meantime, that many of the grey areas
over which so much heated debate takes
place will never be definitively decided
unless/until they are considered in a court
of law. Unfortunately, if and when this
does happen, it will almost certainly be as
the result of a serious incident or accident.
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Chairman’s corner
Anthony Bowles

A

s I write, a no fly zone has been established over Libya. I
.exaggerate only a little when I say that something little short
of a no fly zone is proposed for a two month period in the summer
of 2012 over a substantial area in SE England for the so called
protection of the Olympic and Paralympic games. I reported in my
last Chairman’s Corner that Timothy Nathan had represented PPL/
IR Europe in a meeting with NATS where some eminently sensible
proposals for managing air traffic had been tabled. I mentioned
that we still awaited the Home Office/Security Services proposals.
Well now we have them, and they are far more draconian than
anything that may reasonably have been envisaged. It is apparent
that those who have prepared the draft regulations have taken little
trouble to understand the dynamics of General Aviation. Doubtless
those recently elected politicians advocating reduced and simpler
regulation will hide behind the security mantra when challenged on
the necessity for restrictions in the form drafted, and in particular
the extraordinary length of time it is apparently necessary for them
to be imposed for. In terms of IFR, the effect of these restrictions
will be felt much less than for VFR, and in particular VFR training
operations. However, we will join with all GA organisations in
seeking to mitigate as far as possible the worst effects of what is
proposed and allow the ordinary GA pilot to go about his business
without undue disruption. (Ed. The specific proposals and an original
copy of the restricted airspace map shown opposite can be found on the
following website http://olympics.airspacesafety.com which will be
updated with the latest information.)

Proposed airspace restrictions for the 2012 Olympics
it sums up the negative attitude from those in regulatory authority
towards GPS. As a navigation aid, it has been around for about
twenty years and yet does not feature as an essential topic for the
basic PPL where chinagraph pencils and plastic circular whiz wheels
still reign supreme (when did you last use yours?).

SESAR

Foreign Registered Aircraft (FRA)

Turning to co-operation with other GA organisations, I am
delighted to be able to report that Julian Scarfe, a member of our
Executive Committee, has been actively working on a SESAR project
to update its Concept of Operations to take better account of the
needs of GA www.sesarju.eu/news-press/news/ga-and-rotorcraftexperts-scrutinise-sesar-conops-635
This involves working closely with IAOPA Europe and the
collaboration has led to a further initiative, a joint submission to
EASA to oppose the introduction of EASA OPS requirements for
operation approvals for Performance Based Navigation (for example
GPS approaches). Continuing liaison with IAOPA is envisaged on
many aspects of SESAR as part of the airspace user input to the
program.
The number of GPS approaches within the UK remains at a
lamentably low level. It is difficult to understand quite why this is
so, but I suspect red tape, particularly in the context of establishing
safety cases, has much to do with it. After all, GPS approaches in
many parts of Europe are now commonplace. We also continue to
press for at least trial approaches without ATC. We only have to
look over the Channel to France for an environment where such
approaches are the norm at the smaller regional airfields, allowing
SATCO and his staff time to enjoy their traditional lunch hour.
(That said, on the ground you will find the refueller doing likewise
unless you are forearmed with a BP or Total fuel card). To my mind,
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Meanwhile in connection with the FRA issue, I have noted that
the EU-US Safety Agreement will come into force on 1st May next.
While in lawyers’ terms, this is little more than an “agreement
to agree”; could this be the start of a dialogue leading to mutual
reciprocity between the FAA and EASA on pilot licensing and
aircraft maintenance issues leading to the resolution of the FRA
issue? Time will tell.

Training and advice

From the Forum, it is apparent that there is a continuing and indeed
increasing demand for advice on all aspects of aircraft operation,
particularly in relation to more complex aircraft. Jim Thorpe and
Stephen Niechcial are launching a training initiative which is set out
in this issue under Notes to Members on page 3, and I encourage
responses to Jim, whether it be from members offering refresher or
other training, or members seeking formal training or more informal
guidance. I should perhaps add that PPL/IR Europe’s role is to
facilitate introductions between members interested in participating
and it will be for the individuals concerned to work out the details
of any arrangements subsequently made. For any formal training,
members will also be responsible for ensuring they comply with all
regulatory and other requirements.
I look forward to seeing many of you at our forthcoming
Spring Meeting at Coventry Airport on Saturday 9th April.
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Pilots’ talk
Compiled By Sahib Bleher

Airspace infringements down

A

ccording to figures released by the
.Airspace and Safety Initiative, airspace
infringements in the UK decreased by 18
per cent in 2010. This is the largest decline
in infringements since current reporting
standards were introduced in 2005.
Reductions occurred in all classifications of
airspace except Class G, where infringements
of ATZs and Danger Areas continue to be a
problem. CTRs, CTAs and TMAs showed
the most improvement, with the busy and
complex controlled airspace in the South
East of England showing clear progress,
moving from 50 per cent of all reported
infringements to 35 per cent.

Shoreham to keep ATC

Shoreham Airport has announced that it
will be keeping its full Air Traffic Control
(ATC) status. This follows the completion
of a consultation period with staff and
operators at the airport which looked at
the re-organisation of the ATC service.
A spokesman for Shoreham Airport said,
‘After conversations with staff and operators we
believe it is in the best commercial interests of
the airport to continue with a full ATC service.
Keeping the service should enable growth and a
healthy financial future at Shoreham Airport.’
Shoreham
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B-RNAV below FL95

The CAA announced that after the
introduction of a B-RNAV requirement on
ATS routes above flight level 95 in 1998,
aircraft operating on ATS routes, essentially
flying airways, at the lower levels of the UK’s
controlled airspace system must also now
meet those requirements. This is to allow a
more efficient use of the UK’s airspace and
gradually do away with the need for groundbased navigation aids. B-RNAV itself will be
renamed as RNAV 5.

New transition level for UK
and Ireland

To make more efficient use of the airspace
over the UK and Ireland, and to align
airspace more closely with other nations, the
CAA and IAA also intend to harmonise the
Transition Altitude in both UK and Irish
airspace. The aim is to raise the Transition
Altitude to achieve commonality with
neighbouring States’ airspace. Currently the
Transition Altitude is not consistent across
the UK, varying between 3,000 ft and
6,000 ft depending on location and type of
airspace. NATS, the Ministry of Defence
and Irish Air Corp have indicated their
support for the change in principle, and the
CAA and IAA have therefore announced
the intention to launch a
consultation on the revision
to the Transition Altitude for
the UK / Ireland Functional
Airspace Block commencing
this spring. With a TA of
18,000 feet in the USA, we
expect to see something similar
(but not the same) proposed
for the UK and Ireland. The
new Transition Altitude is
expected to be implemented
during the winter of 2013/14.
A side benefit of raising the
transition level might be a
further reduction in airspace
infringements by GA aircraft
flying at lower levels.
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Learning to pass

The FAA recently changed its bank of test
questions without notice, causing a spike of
up to four times the usual rate of failures,
according to the US National Association
of Flight Instructors. The content of test
questions was significantly altered, NAFI
said, for at least three tests: the fundamentals
of instruction test, which is required for
all flight and ground instructors, and the
ATP and flight engineer tests. ‘We fully
support the FAA’s efforts to improve the
quality of the knowledge tests,’ said NAFI
executive director Jason Blair, ‘however, we’re
concerned that the test changes were made
without any notification to the industry.’ As
a result, he said, the applicants who failed
have wasted their time and money, up to
$150, and must re-take the tests. This goes
to prove that tests are not the best way to
teach knowledge for life! NAFI and AOPA
have since written to the FAA and asked the
agency to revert to the original test banks
until a new process is in place to inform the
flight-training industry of content changes.
They also said applicants who failed the
tests after the changes were made should be
allowed to re-take the test for free, and have
the failure expunged from their record.
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Cirrus becomes Chinese

Cirrus Industries Inc, parent company of
Cirrus Aircraft, has been sold to China
Aviation Industry General Aircraft Co.
(CAIGA) of Zhuhai, China, but it appears
the company will continue to build parts
in Grand Forks, North Dakota, and
assemble airplanes in Duluth, Minnesota.
CAIGA is a subsidiary of Aviation Industry
Corporation (AVIC), the state-owned
aviation company of China that makes
everything from military jets to airliners.
In a news release, Cirrus CEO, Brent
Wouters, praised the deal and said ‘CAIGA
understands the strength and the talent of
Cirrus’s workforce and the prominence of the
Cirrus brand in general aviation. Through
this transaction, CAIGA will invest in our
employees in both Minnesota and North
Dakota by committing to the continued
use of our world-class production facilities.’
Although it was not specifically mentioned
in the news release, the transaction could
result in an immediate acceleration of
Cirrus’s long-awaited Vision jet program.
The single-engine jet project has stalled
in recent years due to a lack of funding,
but Wouters has maintained throughout
that an injection of investment capital
would revive the jet. For its part, CAIGA
says it’s focusing on the piston market
with Cirrus. ‘We are very optimistic to
begin our partnership with Cirrus and add
Cirrus’s strong brand as the cornerstone in
our aviation product portfolio,’ said CAIGA
President Meng Xiangkai. Cirrus was
founded by Alan and Dale Klapmeier
about 12 years ago, and Dale Klapmeier
is the current chairman. He said he was
‘Thrilled ’ to make the announcement.
‘With this transaction, Cirrus will continue
to develop and build the best, most exciting
aircraft in the world.’ Klapmeier said. ‘The
original dream remains alive and well at
Cirrus. We are just embarking on our next
chapter on a global stage.’ The deal is still
subject to a national-security review by the
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U.S. Committee on Foreign Investment.
Wouters said he expects the deal will be
approved because Cirrus isn’t a high-tech
firm with national security-sensitive trade
secrets. AVIC, the state-owned parent
company of China Aviation Industry
General Aircraft Co, has come under
scrutiny in the past for bidding on U.S.
defence contracts, the WSJ said. Besides
its general aviation interests, AVIC also
manufactures a stealth jet fighter. The deal
also is subject to various approvals from the
Chinese government, Cirrus said, and is
not expected to be finalised until sometime
this summer.

Tecnam Garmin 500 approved

The European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) has certified the Garmin G500
for use in both the Tecnam P2002JF and
P2002JR VLA aeroplanes. The G500
combines primary flight data, including
attitude and air data, with navigation,
weather, terrain and traffic data displayed in
an intuitive pictorial format on dual LCD
displays. Over 200 Tecnam P2002JFs and
P2002JRs were delivered to customers in
2010 alone.

Caveat emptor

Prospective owners looking to buy an
aircraft from online advertisers have been
warned to be aware of fraudulent adverts
reported in ‘Flyer’ magazine. PC Steve
Moffitt, the General Aviation Officer
for Warwickshire Police drew attention
to ‘Attempts at advance fee fraud, relating
to aircraft sales’. Basically this is where
fraudulent adverts have been placed
for the sale of aircraft, in order to try
to obtain deposits from unsuspecting
buyers who have no idea that the whole
thing is a scam, and that the aeroplane
is legitimately owned by someone else.
He explained that ‘These adverts are fake
adverts, based on aircraft, which have
usually been advertised elsewhere on other
online sites by reputable dealers. These false
adverts predominantly use the format of the
legitimate online advert, and merely change
the details of the owner’s or broker’s address,
with false contact details.’ The scam
was first discovered by Patriot Aviation
at Coventry Airport, who identified a
number of such advertisements, one of
which fraudulently used contact details
similar to their own. ‘Often additional
money is made of unsuspecting buyers
through the use of premium rate numbers for
enquiries. The adverts themselves are usually
placed with the aircraft at
a much lower price than its
actual marketable value,
to encourage unwary
buyers who think they are
getting a great deal. Once
a prospective buyer has
decided on a purchase,
the fraudulent seller will
advise him to transfer a
large deposit into a named
bank account, to secure
the sale; neither money
or aircraft will be seen
again.’
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Garmin G500 in Tecnam P2002JF

FAA predicts slow GA growth

The general aviation fleet in the U.S. will
continue to grow over the next twenty
years, but at a rate of only 0.9 percent per
year, the FAA said in its annual forecast.
Fixed-wing turbine aircraft will sell best,
growing at a projected rate of 3.1 percent
each year. Rotorcraft are projected to sell
2.6 percent more each year, while fixedwing pistons show the slowest growth, at
only 0.2 percent per year. The FAA used
the forecast release, which predicts U.S.
air traffic overall will more than double by
2031, to push for NextGen funding. ‘We are
already seeing the tangible safety and efficiency
benefits of NextGen,’ said FAA Administrator
Randy Babbitt. ‘Only a modernized air
transportation system will be able to keep up
with our forecasted demand.’
The forecast also predicts that hours flown
by general aviation turbine aircraft will
grow by 4 percent per year, while rotorcraft
hours grow at 3 percent and pistons only 0.7
percent. Total operations at control towers
are expected to decrease by 0.6 percent this
year, but then grow at an annual rate of
1.6 percent. General aviation IFR aircraft
handled are projected to increase 2.1 percent
this year. Thereafter, general aviation IFR
flights are predicted to grow at an average
annual rate of 1.4 percent, reaching 8.9
million in 2031. The International Air
Transport Association also released its
annual forecast, predicting that by 2014
there will be 3.3 billion air travellers, 800
million more than the number who flew
on the world’s major airlines in 2009.
Substantial growth is expected in China, the
Middle East and Africa.
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FAA rules for unleaded Avgas

The FAA has formed a rulemaking
committee to look at the development
of unleaded avgas, in what the
Administration is describing as ‘A
significant step towards bringing the
General Aviation community together to
plan for the transition to unleaded aviation
gasoline.’ The FAA explained that the
committee is tasked to investigate the
current issues relating to the transition
to an unleaded fuel, and recommend the
tasks necessary to investigate and resolve
these issues. The committee will produce
an industry-government framework
and implementation plan intended to
guide the GA community towards the
use of unleaded aviation gasoline as
an alternative to 100 Low-Lead. The
committee is comprised of members who
encompass all constituencies surrounding
the unleaded fuel issue, including aviation
trade associations, aircraft and engine
manufacturers, petroleum and other fuel
producers, environmental groups, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
and the FAA.
The first meeting was held on 16-17th
March and the committee felt that the
following key messages presented by the
EPA were particularly important and
should be shared with the GA community:
I
We did not propose to ban avgas,
I
We have a duty to respond to FOEs
(Friends of the Earth) request that we
evaluate the question of endangerment
and we are focused on that issue,
I
We are at the first step of a long process and have made no decisions,
I
We recognize the value of pistonengine aircraft in the U.S., including
in Alaska,
- As part of any future assessment
of control measures EPA would
consider safety, fuel supply, and economic impact issues including effects
on small businesses
I
EPA is committed to working closely
with FAA, States, Industry and user
groups to keep piston-engine aircraft
flying in an environmentally acceptable and safe manner throughout the
U.S.,
I
EPA is committed to FAA’s ARC
process and will provide input and
contribute where we are able.
Additional information from the EPA,
including technical support documents,
petition on avgas lead and ANPR fact sheet
can be found at the following web sites:
www.epa.gov/otaq/aviation.htm and
www.epa.gov/air/lead.
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EASA licence transfers

IAOPA-Europe is concerned at the cost to
pilots of transferring licences to EASA and
is asking authorities to issue new paperwork
free of charge. From April next year, when
EASA takes over responsibility for flight
crew licensing, pilots will have to obtain
EASA licences, and in some cases this is
likely to cost them several hundred Euros.
In the case of Great Britain, because EASA
does not recognise national licences issued
by their Civil Aviation Authority, pilots will
have to surrender their national licences
(which are valid for life), and pay for JAA
licences, which are valid for five years. The
conversion currently costs £176, or over
€200. When these JAA licences expire, they
will have to convert them to EASA licences,
which are once again valid for life. The
proposed cost of this is not yet established.
Martin Robinson of AOPA called it ‘A
bureaucratic change for the convenience of
regulators. Effectively, they have changed the
rules to force pilots to get new paperwork in
order to carry on doing what they’ve been doing
for years, while charging them excessive sums
of money for new documents. No cost should
fall on pilots who are forced to conform to old
regulations written on new pieces of paper.’

Landing fee blow in Spain

Minimum landing charges at Spanish
airports have been increased by around
300 percent; a new blow to general
aviation in a country where GA is grossly
under-developed, even though VFR
flying conditions are among the best
in Europe. According to AOPA Spain,
the airport network run by the national
operator AENA, a de facto monopoly, is
severely under-used, partly because of
mandatory handling, parking limitations,
fuel supply problems and terminal access.
The tripling of landing charges from the
beginning of this year has not helped.
Traffic levels are 10 to 20 times lower than
those in Northern European, and where
a healthy GA industry might employ
50,000 people, it remains moribund. The
small companies which predominate in
GA are severely handicapped, contrary
to the recommendations of the Spanish
government’s own 2007 Strategic Plan for
the aviation sector.
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EGNOS ready for aviation

The European system that augments GPS
signals to make them more accurate is now
suitable for use in aviation, the European
Commission says. Egnos, the European
Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service,
can tell planes and helicopters where they
are to within a couple of metres. The system
has now been certified for ‘safety of life’
applications, which means its performance
is of a high enough standard that pilots
can reliably use it as a navigation tool.
Antonio Tajani, Vice-President of the
European Commission, made the Egnos
announcement in London, saying that
Egnos, and the soon to be launched Galileo
system (a European version of GPS), were
key initiatives for the EU and its interests
in space. ‘I believe in Egnos and Galileo, not
because they are my dream, but because they
are part of our industrial policy’. Egnos is a
joint project of the European Commission,
the European Space Agency (ESA), and
Eurocontrol, the European organisation
for the safety of air navigation. It started
initial operations in 2005 and has gradually
ramped up its service. The system comprises
three geostationary satellites and a network
of ground stations. It receives GPS signals,
analyses and corrects errors, and then
transmits that updated information to users.
Egnos also transmits integrity messages,
or warnings, if there is a major problem
in the sat-nav process. As for Galileo, four
satellites will go into orbit initially in the
coming 12 months to verify the network’s
operability. A further 14 spacecraft will
then follow by the end of 2014. This
18-satellite phase of Galileo is costing
EU member states in excess of three
billion euros. Completion of the network,
requiring 12 additional spacecraft, was
recently projected to cost an extra 1.9
billion euros. So far the money has not yet
been promised or allocated, raising doubts
about whether it is ever going to
happen at all.
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Flying in a light aircraft as a passenger
Continued from Page 

Looking back at our time in the Cessna,
it is not at all surprising that she picked
up every bump that was going with her
high wing structure. Now that we own
Cirrus, airsickness is pretty much a thing
of the past!

View from the air

Take offs and landings are undoubtedly
among my favourite moments. Getting
airborne is all action, and then brings
such glorious peace as the countryside
spreads out beneath you. Likewise the
preparation for landing and slipping back
down through all those layers of air to
touch down on terra firma is exhilarating.
Once up in the air there is no better word
to describe towering cumulus clouds than
awesome, particularly when navigating
through walls and gullies of diaphanous
white vapour before popping out into
clear air again. The fact that we live
on an island with its quick changes of
weather is often brought back to me when
we take off. The air can be smooth, the
sun shining, but within a quarter of an
hour the mood has changed considerably
as a result of the cloud layers of an
approaching front. I love flying above
a front in clear air, as from a height the
weather maps on the news begin to make
sense. The band of cloud stretches ahead,
and as we fly across it and out eventually
the other side, I try to imagine from the
colour and density of the cloud beneath
the sort of weather that is being dealt
out to those below. When we flew to
Scandinavia there was a moment over
the North Sea when the horizon seemed
to vanish. Sky and sea merged into one
ethereal whole, which was more beautiful
than words can describe. Rain always
sounds so much louder in the cockpit
(just like in a car) than it really is, but I
can only remember once being caught
in a hail shower. Landing at Dinard in a
heavy snow shower was an extraordinary
experience, made more so by the fact that
the slipstream is not nearly so effective in
removing snow as it is water. Windscreen
wipers would have been very useful!
Although one never forgets the
experiences outside of the norm, for the
most part our flying is only conducted
in fair to good weather. Seeing France
or Spain laid out beneath me as on an
Ordinance Survey map, or how the Alps
rise up majestically from rolling hills
gives me a thrill every time I witness such
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marvels from the air. In Anthony’s last
’plane, a much-loved Grumman Tiger,
we actually flew through the Alps below
the peaks. I could see every crevice and
crack on those awesome faces of rock,
completely inaccessible to man.
Any hobby which uses the natural
elements has a frightening side to it. I
shot out of my skin the first time in the
Cirrus, when the automated American
voice shrieked ‘Terrain, terrain’ at us as
we approached high ground to one side
of a small airfield not identified in the
Cirrus’s database. Flying in thick cloud
and doing an instrument approach always
makes me hold my breath. Will we pop
out of the cloud with the airfield runway
directly ahead of us? On one occasion, as
we were crossing Lake Geneva heading
north to Berne, fork lightning surrounded
us, and the way ahead looked a mixture
of whirling greys getting steadily darker. I
began to whimper that I thought enough
was enough. Anthony simply said ‘enjoy
this, we are as safe as houses and it is not
often that we are lucky enough to witness
a storm so easily.’ Well a soft word always
turns away anger, and in this case my
‘fright’ disappeared and I settled down to
watch a first class display of the elements
battling it out. I will never forget the
rolling cloud in front of us as we headed
into our destination.
I have learnt that in testing moments
the best solution is to say nothing, and
wait for the pilot to ask for assistance.
However, there are situations where one
can automatically help out with just by
staying alert. Call signs, even your own,
are difficult on occasion to hear clearly,
radio frequencies can become jumbled,
and maps need holding at a second’s
notice. If a ‘situation’ arises, such as an
alternator failure, there is time to sort out
a way forward; in our case an unscheduled
stop at Luxemburg airfield. Even so, the
adrenaline does run high after landing.

and so can technical issues. My solution
to all frustrations is to take an activity
pack consisting mostly of books and my
sewing. My sewing, (canvas work on a
small scale due to the limited space in
the aeroplane), is my saving grace when
actually flying. It is such fun to look out
of the window on a landscape, particularly
a new one, but when immersed in cloud
for several hours I am quite content
with my sewing. Thoughts and chatty
conversations with the pilot are not
usually an option in those conditions. I
remain aware of all radio calls and can
ditch the sewing quickly if needs be. My
scissors now hang on a ribbon around my
neck, and I take packets of needles as once
dropped they are so difficult to retrieve.
Once we landed in Cornwall having lost
my scissors in the bowels of the airplane,
which naturally made Anthony very cross.
I was, however, lucky to chance upon a
charming handler who, by means of a
magnet, retrieved not only the scissors but
also masses of lost needles!
Activities are also needed at airports
when weather or detail often has to be
gone into very carefully by the pilot. On
one such occasion, Anthony left me sitting
in the GA terminal at Lyon reading my
book, and returned quite an hour later
apologizing for the delay. I assured him I
had not had a chance to be bored because
of events around me. Firstly, a huge dog
had come and sat beside me. This actually
gave me quite a fright, but luckily the
owner wasn’t far behind, and although
this dog towered above me he was a gentle
giant. The next interruption was a party
of school children who were going to be
given a tour of the airfield. I was suddenly
completely surrounded by happy chatter
as they all tried to sit next to me on the
only available bench. We all listened to
the history of Lyon airfield which was
fascinating.

Travel opportunities

Private flying also opens up a new world
of opportunity for travel. Anthony and
I love walking, and the ease of flinging
the walking boots into the back and
not being beholden to airlines and their
schedules is most spoiling. When things
work it is fantastic, but occasionally they
do not. Going to meet some friends for
a walking holiday in the Ardennes, a
plane landed wheels up on the runway
at Elstree, just as we were preparing to
take off. This delayed us for many hours.
Weather can cause any amount of delay,
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Touring in an SR22 Cirrus, seen here at Budaörs in Hungary
Greece a few years ago with
a broken alternator, but they
put the delay to very good
Luggage
use!
Luggage can be a source of contention,
Having done a lot of flying
as private flying is as limiting as airline
on our own, it was fun
flying when it comes to suitcases. Flying
one year to join a PPLIR/
with Anthony has taught me that actually Europe excursion round the
the amount of clothes one needs even
Mediterranean. It was on
for a two week holiday can be minimal,
this and subsequent holidays
and once away it is wonderful not having
that I met other wives and
too much stuff. He has always stressed
found their friendship to be
‘Only bring what you can carry yourself ’.
very special. We all share
Sometimes we do have to walk miles from the same overall experiences
parking the airplane to the terminal;
of travelling with single
sometimes they send a huge passenger
minded flying husbands. Whereas the
and sandy. This, of course, resulted in
bus, although more often it is a pick-up
pilots rarely move off the subject of
other problems on the flight home.
car with a friendly official.
aeroplanes on these holidays, we have a
I have to admit that I am a lazy
Waiting for fuel on the tarmac can be
much broader agenda. Whoever organizes passenger. Having sorted house and home,
a lengthy affair which is why we always
these trips always includes cultural
dogs and garden I usually climb into the
keep water and a sun hat in the plane
features, and among the best for example, aeroplane ready for a holiday. Whereas I
as in the blazing sun (no shade out on
were the Roman remains of Carthage.
love being part of the ’plane, I have never
the apron) it can be extremely hot and
It is a delight to share the experience of
felt the need to fly myself. I enjoy working
airless. Passing through an airport can
flying and sightseeing with like-minded
the squawk and obviously have picked up
be a straightforward affair, a seriously
friends. Being stuck at Marrakesh airport
a certain amount of information about the
quick passage where you find yourself on
or on the island of Pantaleria dealing with array of dials and screens. Cirrus provides
the other side of the barrier ready to go
technical problems or obtuse bureaucracy
a passenger course which I have now
before you have quite arrived mentally, or
has only cemented these friendships. Once done, and it certainly opened up a new
a lengthy haul of bureaucracy, depending
back home, even good earthbound friends world to me of wind speed and altitude
on the country of arrival.
have no interest in the extra dimension of
and working the radios. I am well aware
the privileges and frustrations that I should go further and maybe I will,
that go hand in hand with
but it is not a burning desire. I do love
flying.
flying and the places it takes me; from
Our three children have
country walks when we lived in London,
always come with us in the
to the great abroad which we can now
aeroplane. When they were
take the time to explore. The freedom
young, flying was nothing
of not having to comply with airline
special, rated no higher than
timetables and regulations, of choosing
going in the car. During their our dates and setting off on a whim kicks
school years, Anthony would
all the frustrations and set-backs
often do a school run to
of private flying well into touch.
Scotland for half-terms. His
The dogs fly too!
excitement would be great as
he picked them up, hoping
to hear the best bits of news.
However, the usual scenario
Miranda in Anthony’s previous aeroplane, a Grumman Tiger
would be that they would be
Another thing I have learnt is that
fast asleep after take-off and only wake up
flying is dependent on weather, and
on arrival.
weather has a mind of its own; flyers just
Our dogs have also been willing
have to go with the weather flow. As a
passengers. The first time we took our
passenger it is unwise to have deadlines
then only dog, I went to the Vet to discuss
or ‘I must be back because,’ for if the pilot
whether a pill was advisable as she did not
cannot fly you are stuck. It is better
like constant noise. His advice was to dose
to have a ‘Whatever will be’ mind set,
her up an hour before take-off, which we
which I have more difficulty in achieving
duly did. Unfortunately, the pill did not
travelling by British Rail than with Air
work until after we had arrived at Carlisle
Bowles. That said, in thirty plus years of
and lasted for quite eight hours, during
flying together, we have been lucky never
which time we had a seriously dopy dog
to have been seriously delayed by weather
on our hands. Since then, both of our
or technical issues. Anthony and our son
dogs have flown to Mull with no pills and
were unlucky on a PPLIR/Europe trip to
had a great time on the beach getting wet
Flying in a light aircraft as a passenger
Continued from Page 19
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